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Assumptions:
Unilateral (female) choice
Males : environmental quality q 
(thus only direct  benefits)
Females : genetic choosiness φ 
A female chooses a male  if q  > φ
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Calculations:
Life cycle expressed as a markovian matrix:

probabilities of transition between the states “available for 
mating” and “unavailable for mating”

Time spent in each state throughout lifetime

Fitness of a mutant female of choosiness φ among a resident 
population of choosiness φr :

W(φ,φr) = n(φ,φr) . b(φ,φr)

   Is there an ESS φ* for choosiness ?  If yes, how is it affected by the parameters ?

Life history parameters:
e : inter-sexual encounter rate
s : survival rate
l♀ (l♂) : rate of being in latency after 
mating for females (males)
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● Direct sexual selection is sufficient to account for all possible levels of choosiness.
● The RST is  sufficient to predict  the evolution of choosiness under direct sexual selection 

(it also works for mutual mate choice, results in progress). Contact : loic.etienne@univ-montp2.fr

All  possible levels of choosiness can 
be attained at ESS:

Figure 1 : The trade-off between b and n at ESS.
Colored area = evolutionarily stable combinations of b and n (b* and n*).  
Color scale = the mean value of each parameter at ESS (the parameter is indicated above each graph).
Here male quality follows a uniform distribution => b = (1+φ)/2  => As b*  varies between 0.5 and 1,        
φ* varies between 0 and 1 => All possible levels of choosiness can be attained at ESS. 
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The Relative Searching Time (RST)  is a 
predictor of the evolution of choosiness at 
ESS:

We found that ∂RST/∂z is opposed to ∂φ*/∂z.
RST = proportion of lifetime devoted to searching for 
mates.
z = any biological or ecological variable which can be 
written as a function of our 4 parameters (i.e. which 
affects n and does not affect b).

Implications of the RST:

● It is sufficient to understand the effects of our 
parameters.
Ex : e  and l♀ both decrease the RST and thus increase 
choosiness at ESS.

● It can be used to make empirical predictions.
Ex : measuring the impact of any variable z on the RST allows 
one to predict the impact of z  on choosiness.

● It encompasses the predictors previously proposed.
Ex : OSR, time invested in breeding, cost of breeding, ASR, 
survival rate...

● It works in many biological situations (life histories, 
quality distributions...).
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Why is choosiness variable between and within animal species ?

Because choosiness is associated with different types of benefits and costs.
Here: benefit = increase in the quality of mates (b) / cost = decrease in the number of mates (n).  
This means only direct sexual selection operates (via a trade-off between b and n).
           Is direct sexual selection sufficient to account for all possible levels of choosiness ?
           Can we predict the evolution of choosiness under direct sexual selection ?
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